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3-1. 뇌와 컴퓨터



3-1. 뇌와 컴퓨터

1) McCulloch & Pitts (1943): Logical basis of brain
2) Von Neumann (1958): The Brain and the Computer
3) Rosenblatt (1958): Perceptron
4) Minsky & Papert (1969): Perceptrons

John von Neumann (1903-1957)

https://gohighbrow.com/john-von-neumann/



3-1. 뇌와 컴퓨터

컴퓨터와 뇌의 비교

정확한 소자(논리소자)

소자 속도 매우 빠름(10 –9 초)

부정확한 소자 (10 –9개 뉴런)

소자 속도 느림 (10 –3초)

디지털 회로망 (전자 회로망)

주소기반 메모리(국지적/독립적)

아날로그 회로망 (10 14개 연결선)

내용기반 메모리 (전역적/관계적)
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3-1. 뇌와 컴퓨터

컴퓨터와 뇌의 비교(cont’d)

논리/산술적 연산 (조작적)

중앙집중식 순차 처리

패턴/연상기반 연산 (연관적)

분산적 병렬 처리

프로그래밍기반 명시적 지식

많은 에너지 소모

학습(경험/데이터)기반 암묵적 지식

매우 적은 에너지 소모 (25W)
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3-2. 신경망 역사



3-2. 신경망 역사

1950-1985: Neural Networks

Von der Malsburg (1973)

Self-organizing Maps (1982)

Hopfield Networks (1982)

Boltzmann Machines (1983)

Grossberg (1976)

[장병탁, 2017] 장교수의 딥러닝, 홍릉과학출판사

Perceptrons (1958)



3-2. 신경망 역사

Backpropagation Networks (1986)

Bayesian Networks (1990’s)

Convolutional Neural Networks (1998)

Deep Belief Networks (2006)

Probabilistic Graphical Models (2000’s)

1985-2010: Machine Learning

https://ratsgo.github.io/machine%20learning/2017/03/26/tree/ https://www.cnblogs.com/freedomwyl/articles/9221066.html



3-2. 신경망 역사

AlexNet

End-to-End Learning

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)

Multimodal Residual Networks

Sequence-to-Sequence Learning

DeepFace

GoogLeNet

DeepSpeech

[장병탁, 2017] 장교수의 딥러닝, 홍릉과학출판사

2010-현재: Deep Learning



3-3. 신경망 구조



3-3. 신경망 구조

뉴런 인공뉴런
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3-3. 신경망 구조

http://cs231n.github.io/neural-networks-1/

다층퍼셉트론 신경망 (MLP)



3-3. 신경망 구조 - 학습원리

출력 비교

정보 전파

오류 역전파 (Error Backpropagation)

입력 x1

입력 x2

입력 x3

출력

입력층 은닉층 출력층

가중치
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3-4. 딥신경망



3-4. 딥신경망

[LeCun, 1998]



3-4. 딥신경망

왜 딥러닝?

Multiple boundaries are 
needed (e.g. XOR problem)

More complex regions are 
needed (e.g. Polygons)

Multiple Units

Multiple Layers

© 2017, 장교수의 딥러닝, 홍릉과학출판사

 Big Data + Deep Learning

Automatic Programming



3-4. 딥신경망

전통적 기계학습 vs. 딥러닝

http://adilmoujahid.com/posts/2016/06/introduction-deep-learning-python-caffe/



3-4. 딥신경망

머신러닝 혁명

From programming to learning

Automated or self-programming

Paradigm shift in S/W

Self-improving systems

Recursive positive cycle

Pace of accelerated change

Intelligence explosion

© 2017, 장교수의 딥러닝, 홍릉과학출판사



3-5. 딥신경망 응용



3-5. 딥신경망 응용 – 물체 인식

ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge

Image Classification / Localization

1.2M labeled images, 1000 classes

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) has been dominating the contest since..

2012 non-CNN: 26.2% (Top-5 error)
2012: (Hinton, AlexNet) 15.3%
2013: (Clarifai) 11.2%
2014: (Google, GoogLeNet) 6.7%
(pre-2015): (Google) 4.9%

https://www.cs.unc.edu/~wliu/papers/GoogLeNet.pdf

https://towardsdatascience.com/deep-learning-with-tensorflow-part-2-image-classif
ication-58fcdffa7b84



3-5. 딥신경망 응용 – 음성 인식

~ 2010 GMM-HMM (Dynamic Bayesian Models)
~ 2013 DNN-HMM (Deep Neural Networks)
~ Current LSTM-RMM (Recurrent Neural Networks)

https://books.aijr.org/index.php/press/catalog/downl
oad/8/3/93-1?inline=1



3-5. 딥신경망 응용 – 비디오 분석

Use 3D CNNs to model the temporal patterns as well as the 
spatial patterns3D Convolut ional N eur al N etwor ks for H uman A ct ion R ecognit ion

(a) 2D convolution 
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(b) 3D convolution 

Figure 1. Comparison of 2D (a) and 3D (b) convolutions.
In (b) the size of the convolution kernel in the temporal
dimension is 3, and the sets of connections are color-coded
so that the shared weights are in the same color. In 3D
convolution, the same 3D kernel is applied to overlapping
3D cubes in the input video to extract motion features.

previous layer, thereby capturing motion information.
Formally, the value at position (x,y,z) on the j th fea-
ture map in the i th layer is given by

vx yzi j = tanh bi j+
m

P i −1

p= 0

Q i −1

q= 0

R i −1

r = 0

wpqri j m v
(x + p)(y+ q)(z+ r )
(i−1)m ,

(2)
where R i is the size of the 3D kernel along the tem-
poral dimension, wpqri j m is the (p,q,r )th value of the
kernel connected to themth featuremap in the previ-
ous layer. A comparison of 2D and 3D convolutions is
given in Figure 1.

Note that a 3D convolutional kernel can only extract
one type of features from the frame cube, since the
kernel weights are replicated across the entire cube. A
general design principle of CNNs is that the number
of feature maps should be increased in late layers by
generating multiple types of features from the same
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Figure 2. Extraction of multiple features from contiguous
frames. Mult iple 3D convolutions can be applied to con-
tiguous frames to extract mult iple features. As in Figure 1,
the sets of connections are color-coded so that the shared
weights are in the same color. Note that all the 6 sets of
connections do not shareweights, result ing in two different
feature maps on the right.

set of lower-level feature maps. Similar to the case
of 2D convolution, this can be achieved by applying
multiple 3D convolutions with distinct kernels to the
same location in the previous layer (Figure 2).

2.2. A 3D CNN A rchitecture

Basedon the3D convolution describedabove, a variety
of CNN architecturescan bedevised. In the following,
wedescribea 3D CNN architecturethat wehavedevel-
oped for human action recognition on the TRECV ID
data set. In this architecture shown in Figure 3, we
consider 7 framesof size60×40centered on thecurrent
frameasinputstothe3D CNN model. Wefirst apply a
set of hardwired kernels to generatemultiple channels
of information from the input frames. This results in
33 featuremaps in thesecond layer in 5 different chan-
nels known as gray, gradient-x, gradient-y, optflow-x,
and optflow-y. The gray channel contains the gray
pixel values of the 7 input frames. The feature maps
in the gradient-x and gradient-y channelsareobtained
by computing gradients along the horizontal and ver-
tical directions, respectively, on each of the 7 input
frames, and the optflow-x and optflow-y channels con-
tain the optical flow fields, along the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively, computed from adja-
cent input frames. This hardwired layer is used to en-
codeour prior knowledgeon features, and this scheme
usually leads to better performance as compared to
random initialization.

3D Convolut ional N eural N etwor ks for H uman A ct ion R ecognit ion

H1: 

33@60x40 
C2: 

23*2@54x34 

7x7x3 3D 

convolution 

2x2 

subsampling 

S3: 

23*2@27x17 

7x6x3 3D 

convolution 

C4: 

13*6@21x12 

3x3 

subsampling 

S5: 

13*6@7x4 

7x4 

convolution 

C6: 

128@1x1 

full 

connnection 

hardwired 

input: 

7@60x40 

Figure 3. A 3D CNN architecture for human action recognition. This architecture consists of 1 hardwired layer, 3 convo-
lution layers, 2 subsampling layers, and 1 full connection layer. Detailed descriptions are given in the text.

We then apply 3D convolutions with a kernel size of
7× 7×3 (7×7 in the spatial dimension and 3 in the
temporal dimension) on each of the 5 channels sepa-
rately. To increase the number of feature maps, two
sets of different convolutions are applied at each loca-
tion, resulting in 2 setsof featuremaps in theC2 layer
each consisting of 23 feature maps. This layer con-
tains 1,480 trainable parameters. In the subsequent
subsampling layer S3, we apply 2×2 subsampling on
each of the feature maps in the C2 layer, which leads
to thesamenumber of featuremapswith reduced spa-
tial resolution. Thenumber of trainableparameters in
this layer is 92. The next convolution layer C4 is ob-
tained by applying 3D convolution with a kernel size
of 7× 6× 3 on each of the 5 channels in the two sets
of feature maps separately. To increase the number
of feature maps, we apply 3 convolutions with differ-
ent kernels at each location, leading to 6 distinct sets
of feature maps in the C4 layer each containing 13
feature maps. This layer contains 3,810 trainable pa-
rameters. The next layer S5 is obtained by applying
3×3subsamplingon each featuremapsin theC4 layer,
which leads to the same number of feature maps with
reduced spatial resolution. The number of trainable
parameters in this layer is 156. At this stage, the size
of the temporal dimension is already relatively small
(3 for gray, gradient-x, gradient-y and 2 for optflow-x
and optflow-y), so we perform convolution only in the
spatial dimension at this layer. The size of the con-
volution kernel used is 7× 4 so that the sizes of the
output featuremapsare reduced to1×1. TheC6 layer
consists of 128 feature maps of size 1×1, and each of
them is connected to all the 78 featuremaps in the S5
layer, leading to 289,536 trainable parameters.

By themultiple layersof convolution and subsampling,

the 7 input frames have been converted into a 128D
featurevector capturing themotion information in the
input frames. The output layer consists of the same
number of units as the number of actions, and each
unit is fully connected to each of the 128 units in
the C6 layer. In this design we essentially apply a
linear classifier on the 128D feature vector for action
classification. For an action recognition problem with
3 classes, the number of trainable parameters at the
output layer is 384. The total number of trainable
parameters in this 3D CNN model is 295,458, and all
of them are initialized randomly and trained by on-
line error back-propagation algorithm as described in
(LeCun et al., 1998). We have designed and evalu-
ated other 3D CNN architectures that combine mul-
tiple channels of information at different stages, and
our results show that this architecture gives the best
performance.

3. R elated Work

CNNsbelong to the classof biologically inspired mod-
els for visual recognition, and someother variantshave
also been developed within this family. Motivated
by the organization of visual cortex, a similar model,
called HMAX (Serre et al., 2005), has been developed
for visual object recognition. In the HMAX model,
a hierarchy of increasingly complex features are con-
structed by the alternating applications of template
matching and max pooling. In particular, at the S1
layer a still input image isfirst analyzed by an array of
Gabor filters at multiple orientations and scales. The
C1 layer is then obtained by pooling local neighbor-
hoods on the S1 maps, leading to increased invariance
to distortionson the input. TheS2 mapsareobtained

A. Karpathy, L. Fei-Fei, et al., CVPR 2014

S. Ji, K. Yu, et al., PAMI, 2013 



3-5. 딥신경망 응용 – 이미지 스타일링

https://imgur.com/gallery/wtk1l/comment/443688384

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-R9bJGNHltQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-R9bJGNHltQ


3-5. 딥신경망 응용 – Visual QA (VQA) Challenge

Visual Question Answering (VQA) is a new dataset containing open-
ended questions about images. These questions require an 
understanding of vision, language and common sense to answer

254,721 images (MSCOCO and abstract scenes)

3 questions per image (764,163 total)

10 ground truth answers per question

3 plausible (but, likely incorrect) answers per question
https://visualqa.org



3-5. 딥신경망 응용 – Visual QA (SNU)

[Kim et al., NIPS-2016]

[Lee et al., NIPS-2017]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UqHi83Xs2-g
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3-6. 뇌를 닮은 인공지능

뇌의 구조와 기능

Distributed vs. localized

Organizing vs. programming

Regeneration vs. processing

Representation
Anatomy
Layer and Hierarchy

Encoding
Development 
Learning and Memory

Decoding
Behaviors
Perception and Control

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMKc8nfPATI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44B0ms3XPKU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44B0ms3XPKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44B0ms3XPKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMKc8nfPATI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMKc8nfPATI


3-6. 뇌를 닮은 인공지능

Brain-Like Computers

Brain

1011 Cells

Cell

>106 Molecules ∞ Memory

MindMolecule

Brain-Like Learning Brain-Like
Intelligence

Brain-Like
Computation

Scientific Understanding Technical Construction

© 2017, 장교수의 딥러닝, 홍릉과학출판사



3-6. 뇌를 닮은 인공지능

Perception-action system

Teaching vs. programming

Anticipatory

Imaginative

Intentional

Lifelong learning system

Autonomous system
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/650840583621579969/

Brain-Like Cognitive AI



3-7. 요약



제3강 요약 및 정리

인공지능의 한가지 큰 연구 방향은 인간의 뇌를 닮은 인공지능을 개발하는 것이다.

기호주의 인공지능 기술에 비해서 진전은 느렸으나, 뇌를 닮은 인공지능 기술은 오
랜 역사를 가진다. 1958년 퍼셉트론 신경망의 발명, 1986년 오류역전파 신경망 학
습알고리듬의 개발, 2012년 딥러닝 신경망의 성과가 그 예이다.

최근의 딥러닝 신경망 연구는 뇌를 닮은 인공지능 연구의 연장선상에 있으며 인공지
능이 빙하기에서 탈출하여 새로이 산업화되는데 기여하였다.

딥신경망은 이미지 분류, 음성 인식, 기계번역, 시각언어 질의응답, 로보틱스 등에서
성과를 보이고 있으며, 그 동안 빙하기에 미루어 두었던 다른 도전적인 인공지능 문
제를 해결하는 새로운 방법으로 곽광받고있다.

지각행동인지 시스템으로서 뇌의 인지적인 정보처리 기작을 이해하고 이에 기반한
뇌인지기반의 인공지능 기술을 개발하는 것은 인간수준의 인공지능에 도달하는데
중요할 것이다.



3-8. 숙제



Reading (Watching) Assignments

Q: 인간 수준의 인공지능에 도달하기 위해서 배워야 할 뇌의 구조와 기능과 특성은 무엇

인가?

Q: 뇌가 의식적 경험을 인식하는 과정에 대한 Grossberg의 이론을 설명하시오

1. Hawkins, J., Lessons from the Neocortex for AI, Video (56 minutes), 

Talk at MIT Center for Brains, Minds, and Machines, 2017. 

2. Grossberg, S., Towards Solving the Hard Problem of Consciousness, 

Video (80 minutes), Plenary Talk at 2017 International Joint 

Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN), 2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOA392B82qs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hBye6JQCh4

